
AdBlue Emulator V4 NOx 
Installation manual for MAN 

Attention! Always connect the ground cable first! Otherwise, you can burn the emulator module or damage the SCR / NOx module of the truck! 

 

This is AdBlue Emulator V4 installation manual for MAN trucks equipped with AdBlue SCR system and NOx                 
sensor. First of all you need to have emulator prepared for MAN trucks. If you have purchased emulator that is                    
not prepared for MAN trucks you need to program it yourself. To do it you need to have AdBlue Emulator V4                     
programmer and follow the steps described in AdBlue Emulator V4 programming manual. If you have emulator                
ready for installation on the MAN trucks you can proceed to the next step of this manual. 

AdBlue Emulator V4 NOx installation steps 

First of all you need to connect brown emulator cable          
to the truck, it’s a GROUND cable and we recommend          
you to connect it first before connecting other cables.         
When you have brown (GROUND) cable connected       
you can proceed to the next step. And the next step           
requires you to find the cable patch under the front          
hood. You need to find following cables in this patch:          
191 – CAN High (pink cable) and 192 – CAN Low           
(pink cable). You need to cut those cables and         
connect them (use upper part of cables that you had          
cut, lower ends must be isolated) to proper AdBlue         
emulator cables. 
 

Emulator wires Truck wires 

Green (CAN High) Pink (191) 

Yellow (CAN Low) Yellow (192) 

White (Power +) Pink (195) 

Brown (Ground -) Any grounding point 
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If you successfully located necessary cables on your        
truck you can start connecting other AdBlue emulator        
cables. Connect green emulator cable to the cable        
marked as 191 on the MAN truck and then connect          
yellow emulator cable to cable 192 on the MAN truck.          
To power up AdBlue emulator you need to connect         
one more wire. Find the cable marked as 195 and          
connect white cable of emulator. If you can't find 195          
cable on your truck you can use other cable to provide           
power (+24V). 

 

 
Attention! AdBlue emulators are illegal in some countries. You should check your local laws or laws of those countries that you might cross with your                         
vehicle. AdBlue emulator alters SCR system thus makes the vehicle to produce higher exhaust gas emissions. EURO 6 and EURO 5 vehicles equipped                       
with AdBlue emulator device will no longer match those EURO standards. Our AdBlue emulators designed for countries where environmental rules are                     
less strict, and there are no requirements for vehicles to satisfy EURO 6 or EURO 5 regulations. By purchasing any AdBlue emulator, you assume full                         
responsibility for the use of the device. It’s your personal decision to use an emulator or not. We will not accept any liability for any consequences                          
associated with usage of AdBlue emulator devices. 
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